From: Patricia Esposito [mailto:pesposito@atlanticwindconnection.com]
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 3:09 PM
To: Barrett, Fran S.; Furey, Marie P.
Cc: Eli Farrah - Winston; Mohamed El Gasseir; Paul MCcoy (AOL); Marty Walicki; Markian Melnyk;
ssegner@lspower.com
Subject: RPPTF Comments from Atlantic Grid Development

Fran, as requested; please review the draft Atlantic Grid Development (AGD) comments for discussion
at the upcoming RPPTF meeting.



Section 4.1.0 Milestone Dates: As AGD has noted in comments submitted 12/11/13; we
continue to request that milestone dates are extended if; are the result of the failure of any
governmental authority to properly consider and act upon required permits or other
approvals.



Section 4.3.1 Project Modification: AGD remains committed to meeting any and all Project
Modifications that are required by Good Utility Practice but not beyond; and request this to be
included in the language.



Section 7.6 Remedies Cumulative: In AGD’s prior comments we explained our need to add
that a drawing under the Designated Entity Letter of Credit would be an exclusive remedy.
Please explain why this has not been added to date.



Additionally and importantly; in an attempt not to be duplicative ‐ AGD strongly supports all
of LS comments recently submitted on Financing party protections as well as Section 8 Early
Termination by Transmission Provider that have the potential to cause financing impediments
and unnecessary barriers for non‐incumbents.

Please let me know if you have any comments or questions on any of the above prior to the meeting
so we can all be properly prepared.
Thanks & TGIF,
Pati
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